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VIVA foods Ltd
Our mission statement
“To locate and develop innovative new product ranges and source
the optimum manufacturing sites. To provide these to customers
through the most efficient and cost effective logistical route to
market, thus ensuring all customer needs are met in full.”

We are proud to be working with Jamie Oliver on his Italian and
Mediterranean Ambient Range of premium food products.

That very real sense of pride transcends to more than just words.
As well as a strong UK Customer base, we are already servicing the
needs of a broad clientele across over 41 countries worldwide.
Our experienced Logistics Department is dedicated to the efficient
transport and delivery of products from manufacturers into retailer
warehouses, or direct into customer centralised depots. VIVA foods
is on the EDI system to allow for seamless ordering and invoicing
procedures.
In addition to using the primary networks of retailers, we work with
a number of hauliers to fulfil all additional transport needs. All
products can be loaded onto either UK Chep, Euro or fumigated
pallets.
Our NPD / Technical Department work closely on product
development with Jamie and his team. A critical path is created and
is in place for all redesigns as well as new product launches.
Findings and development concepts are based on extensive
research conducted in conjunction with Jamie’s manufacturing base
across Europe. The department also conducts technical audits prior
to new product presentation.
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New Products
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Wholewheat Pasta
Jamie Oliver Wholewheat Fusilli,
250g
Jamie Oliver quote
Trading standard white pasta for wholewheat is such a simple
swap, but will add so much to your dishes – nutritionally and
flavour wise. Use this lovely fusilli just as you would any other –
it's great for hearty dishes with family and friends and fantastic
with my classic Tomato & Garlic Pasta Sauce.

Jamie Oliver Wholewheat Penne,
250g
Jamie Oliver quote
Everyone needs a packet of penne in the cupboard – why not
make it a wholemeal version? It's such a simple way to bump up
the nutrition of everyday meals, and it'll add a lovely, nutty
flavour, too. Penne's a great all-rounder – use it in salads, with
simple tomato sauces and in bubbling pasta bakes.

Jamie Oliver Wholewheat Spaghetti,
250g
Jamie Oliver quote
This Italian-made wholewheat spaghetti has a gorgeous texture
and subtle, nutty-sweet taste. Use it wherever you'd normally go
for white-flour pasta for a super-simple nutrition – and flavour –
boost. Or why not have a go at my Skinny Carbonara? It's easy,
delicious and packed with the good stuff.

VIVA foods Ltd
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Gluten Free Pasta
Jamie Oliver Gluten Free Rice/Maize Fusilli,
250g
Details to follow

Jamie Oliver Gluten Free Rice/Maize
Penne,
250g
Details and image to follow

Image
coming
soon

Jamie Oliver Gluten Free Rice/Maize Spaghetti,
250g

Image
coming
soon

Details and image to follow
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Whole Grain Organic
Spelt Pasta
Jamie Oliver Whole Grain Organic Spelt
Penne,
250g

Image
coming
soon

Details and image to follow

Jamie Oliver Whole Grain Organic Spelt Fusilli,
250g
Details to follow

Jamie Oliver Whole Grain Organic Spelt
Spaghetti,
250g
Details and image to follow
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Specialty Pasta
Jamie Oliver Farfalline Mini Bows,
250g
Details and image to follow

Jamie Oliver Caserecce,
250g
Details to follow

Jamie Oliver Farfalle Bows,
250g
Details and image to follow
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Lasagne
Jamie Oliver Wholewheat Lasagne Sheets,
250g
Jamie Oliver quote:
Trading up to wholewheat will add a lovely, subtle nutty
flavour to your favourite lasagne recipe, and by using this
instead of white pasta you'll instantly double the fibre –
win-win! Or why not have a go at my Super Squash
Lasagne? It's packed with nothing but good stuff and is
absolutely delicious.

Image coming
soon

Jamie Oliver Gluten Free Lasagne Sheets,
250g
Jamie Oliver quote:

Image coming
soon

Image and detail coming soon
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Olives
Jamie Oliver Sicilian Queen Olives
(Giarraffa Variety),
314g
The “Giarraffa Olive” is a type of black olive that is characteristic of
western Sicily, in particular the town of Giuliana near Palermo. Its main
characteristics are the oval shape, crispy consistency and intense
flavour. These olives are of a larger size, naturally dark and preserved in
water. They are matured for at least 6 months before jarring to enhance
their flavour.
.
.
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Pasta Sauce
Jamie Oliver Tomato & Basil Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
This classic sauce is made using juicy Italian tomatoes and fragrant
basil. Try it with prawns or mussels for a hearty seafood pasta dish.

Jamie Oliver Tomato & Garlic Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
This traditional sauce is packed with Italian flavours. Serve heated with
freshly cooked spaghetti, or spread it over a pizza base with some torn
up mozzarella, bake and share with friends.

Jamie Oliver Red Onion and Rosemary Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
This sauce works brilliantly with lamb. The sweet red onions, fragrant
rosemary and hit of chilli makes for a gorgeous combination of
flavours.

Jamie Oliver Tomato & Chilli Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
There's a subtle chilli warmth to this lovely and rich tomato sauce.
At our place we use it as a base for chilli con carne.
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Pasta Sauce
Jamie Oliver Tomato, Ricotta & Basil Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
A creamy and totally delicious tomato pasta sauce – the ripe tomatoes,
fragrant basil and ricotta cheese work together for a wonderfully sweet
flavour. Serve simply with steaming hot pasta.

Jamie Oliver Tomato, Aubergine & Olive Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
This rustic sauce is made with ripe aubergines and olives and has a lovely
chunky consistency. Just heat and toss through freshly cooked pasta for a
so-simple and totally delicious dinner.

Jamie Oliver Tomato & Red Wine Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
The bold Italian flavours of red wine, garlic and extra virgin olive oil make
this sauce something else. Use it to knock up the perfect Bolognese.

Jamie Oliver Tomato & Mascarpone Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
This sauce perfectly balances sweet sun-ripened Italian tomatoes
with creamy mascarpone cheese. Simply heat and stir it through freshly
cooked pasta.
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Pasta Sauce
Jamie Oliver Tomato & Italian Pecorino Pasta
Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
A chunky tomato sauce made with shavings of creamy Italian Pecorino
Romano DOP Cheese and salty black olives. Simply stir through freshly
cooked tagliatelle for a mouthwatering midweek meal.

Jamie Oliver Cherry Tomato and Basil Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
A special pasta sauce made with sweet whole cherry tomatoes and
fragrant basil for the true flavour of Italy. It’s best served simply with a
bowl of linguine and a grating of parmesan cheese.

Jamie Oliver Tomato & Mixed Peppers Pasta Sauce,
400g
Jamie Oliver quote
A rustic tomato sauce packed with sweet mixed peppers. Toss
through a steaming pan of penne or fusilli and add some torn up
mozzarella cheese for a flavour of southern Italy.

Jamie Oliver Tomato & Mediterranean Vegetables
Pasta Sauce, 400g
Jamie Oliver quote
This tasty sauce is packed with chunks of lovely vegetables for extra
texture and flavour. Serve stirred through pasta shells, or as the base
of a brilliant veggie lasagne.

VIVA foods Ltd
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Pasta Sauce
Key Selling Features
• All recipes are personally created by Jamie Oliver
• There are no artificial colourants or flavours, only natural
ingredients are used with the strictest adherence to
Jamie’s guidelines
• Jamie’s producer, Gallina Blanca STAR, is located in Milan,
Italy and is known for true market leadership in Italian
Pasta Sauces

• Tomato, Ricotta & Basil Pasta Sauce – Ricotta is a typical
Italian cheese and when combined with Jamie’s recipe, it
brings out its true Italian flavour
• Tomato, Aubergine & Olive Pasta Sauce – a typical
Mediterranean dish, Jamie uses this combination of
ingredients in many of his recipes

• Tomato & Italian Red Wine for Bolognese Pasta Sauce –
made with 100% Italian DOP Montepulciano red wine
• Tomato & Mascarpone Pasta Sauce – made with
Mascarpone, an Italian cream cheese originated from the
Lombardy region

VIVA foods Ltd
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Pesto
Jamie Oliver Green Pesto,
190g
Jamie Oliver quote
Made from crushed pine nuts, basil and authentic Italian cheeses
- with a little olive oil for a silky smooth finish - this traditional
pesto is brilliant folded through mashed potato or served with
freshly cooked pasta.

Jamie Oliver Red Pesto,
190g
Jamie Oliver quote
This tasty red pesto is made with sun-dried tomatoes for a rich,
sweet and sticky flavour. Try it tossed through freshly cooked
linguine, or serve it as sauce with grilled steak and chips.

Jamie Oliver Italian Herb Pesto,
190g
Jamie Oliver quote
This variation on classic green pesto is so tasty - the rosemary and
capers give it a rich, savoury, depth of flavour. Try it spread on a
rare roast beef sandwich.

Jamie Oliver Walnut & Red Pepper Pesto,
190g
Jamie Oliver quote
This genius twist on a classic red pesto has added peppers and
walnuts for an extra-sweet and nutty crunch. Try spreading it on
a cheese sandwich to make it something really special.

Jamie Oliver Chilli & Garlic Pesto,
190g
Jamie Oliver quote
This hot and spicy pesto is made with loads of red chilli and garlic
- not for the faint hearted! Try it with your usual scrambled egg
and bacon for a breakfast with a difference.

VIVA foods Ltd
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Pesto
Jamie Oliver Yellow Pepper & Pecorino Pesto,
190g
Jamie Oliver quote
This unique pesto will wake up your taste buds. We’ve blitzed
authentic Italian cheese and sweet yellow peppers with almonds for
a nuttier pesto that’s simply delicious.

Jamie Oliver Trapanese Pesto,
190g
Jamie Oliver quote
This exciting pesto comes from Sicily, where it soaked up some
North African flavours – the sweet sultanas and almonds go
beautifully with the authentic Italian cheese. Delicious.

Jamie Oliver Cherry Tomato & Ricotta Pesto, 190g
Jamie Oliver quote
We've whizzed cashews with sweet cherry tomatoes and a tangy
Italian Ricotta to make a really creamy, moreish pesto that’s just
brilliant on pastas and pizzas.

Jamie Oliver Red Pepper & Ricotta Pesto,
190g
Jamie Oliver quote
A fantastic alternative to herby pestos. This one’s creamy and sweet,
with a delicious tang and a warming hit of chilli.

Jamie Oliver Coriander & Cashew Pesto, 190g
Jamie Oliver quote
This Asian-inspired recipe made with red chilli, cashew nuts, zingy
coriander and nutty sesame oil takes pesto to a new level.
•A lovely way to finish off stir-fried noodles.

VIVA foods Ltd
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Pesto
Key Selling Features

• Jamie’s producer, CLAS, is located in the beautiful region of
Liguria, Italy; the original birth place of pesto and the only
region able to produce DOP Pesto Genovese
• All products are made to Jamie’s own recipes and produced
with only the finest ingredients
• Green Pesto - a classic green pesto made with basil, Italian
pine nuts & Grana Padano cheese. The DOP Grana Padano
used in this pesto does not contain egg lysozyme
• Red Pesto - made with tomatoes ripened in the
Mediterranean sun
• Italian Herb Pesto - made in the same way as green pesto, but
with rosemary and thyme instead of basil to give it a lovely
rich depth of flavour
• Walnut & Sweet Pepper Pesto - made using locally sourced
sweet red & yellow peppers
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Pesto
Key Selling Features

• Chilli & Garlic Pesto - made with traditional Italian ingredients;
tomatoes, garlic and chillies
• Coriander & Cashew Pesto – inspired by Jamie’s unique recipe
• Red Pepper & Ricotta Pesto – red pepper from Ravarino
(Modena) and ricotta cheese traditionally used in Italian
savoury cuisine
• Cherry Tomato & Ricotta Pesto – cherry tomatoes from
Alpone Valley and ricotta cheese traditionally used in Italian
savoury cuisine
• Yellow Pepper & Pecorino Pesto – yellow pepper from the
region of Ravarino close to Modena and pecorino Romano
POD cheese from Marmirolo
• Trapanese Pesto – made with ground almonds instead of pine
nuts
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Bruschetta Toppings
Jamie Oliver Tomato & Black Olive Bruschetta,
180g
Jamie Oliver quote
I love this spread. It's packed with sun-dried tomatoes and ripe black
olives and bursting with flavour – a little goes a long way.

Jamie Oliver Green Olive & Fennel Bruschetta,
180g
Jamie Oliver quote
I think this is great, it’s packed with ripe green olives, fennel and
aromatic thyme, this jar is bursting with flavour – a little goes a long way.

Jamie Oliver Tomato & Red Onion Bruschetta,
180g
Jamie Oliver quote
My favourite, packed with sun-dried tomatoes and red onions, this jar is
bursting with sweet, tangy flavour – a little goes a long way.
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Bruschetta Toppings
Key Selling Features

• Jamie’s range of bruschetta toppings are made in Liguria
Italy using locally sourced ingredients and are bursting with
intense flavours such as sun-dried tomatoes, olives and
fennel
• They are all made to Jamie’s own recipe and produced with
only the finest ingredients
• Tomato & Black Olive Italian Bruschetta - made using
Mediterranean tomatoes and juicy black olives
• Tomato & Red Onion Italian Bruschetta - made with
tomatoes ripened in the Mediterranean sun and sweet red
onions
• Green Olive & Fennel Italian Bruschetta - inspired by Jamie’s
unique recipe, bursting with flavour
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Antipasti
Jamie Oliver Artichoke Hearts Antipasti,
280g
Jamie Oliver quote
Artichokes are fantastic served with Parma ham or stirred into a
beautiful risotto with a bit of Parmesan cheese.

Jamie Oliver Grilled Peppers Antipasti,
280g
Jamie Oliver quote
Grilled peppers antipasti peppers are amazing sliced and tossed
through a salad or used as a pizza topping with some torn up
mozzarella cheese.

Jamie Oliver Sun-Dried Tomatoes Antipasti,
280g
Jamie Oliver quote
Sun-dried tomatoes are lovely tossed in a salad with some rocket
and shaved Parmesan cheese. Or try them simmered in a tomato
pasta sauce to make it extra rich and tasty.

Jamie Oliver Borettane Onions Antipasti,
280g
Jamie Oliver quote
These gorgeous little flavour bombs have been pickled in aged
balsamic vinegar to give them a really sweet, tangy flavour. They
lend a zingy crunch to cold meat lunches, and add depth to all
sorts of stews and roasts.

VIVA foods Ltd
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Antipasti
Key Selling Features

• Sun-dried Tomatoes - ripened in the Italian sun

• Grilled Peppers - authentic Antipasti sourced from the
Mediterranean. Freshly packed at source and in season

• Artichoke Hearts - Using the tender centre of the
Artichoke Flower. Jamie’s producer is situated at the foot of
the Vinci hills in the province of Florence; the famous
birthplace of Leonardo da Vinci

• Borettane Onions – These onions are an Italian Pearl onion
that come ready to eat. The soft, caramelised onion is a
seasonal product produced at the foot of the Vinci hills in
the province of Florence
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Olives
Jamie Oliver Whole Green Olives (Halkidiki Variety),
280g
Jamie Oliver quote
Green olives are great sprinkled over a lovely salad with plenty of feta
cheese, or mixed with black olives, extra virgin olive oil and fresh herbs
as part of an antipasti board.

Jamie Oliver Whole Black Olives (Kalamata Variety),
280g
Jamie Oliver quote
Black olives are great in a summer salad with lots of asparagus and
fresh mint, or try them finely sliced and cooked with white beans for a
hearty soup.

Jamie Oliver Sicilian Queen Olives (Nocellara Variety),
314g
Jamie Oliver quote
Juicy, buttery & beautifully tasty. From the Belice Valley in Sicily, these
meaty olives are matured for six months to develop incredible flavour
and make a perfect pre-dinner nibble.
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Olives
Key Selling Features

• Halkidiki Green Olives are hand picked from the Halkidiki
Peninsula in Northern Greece. The Peninsula contains
extensive olive groves that produce the famous green
olive, unique for its round shape and wholesome, fruity
taste

• Kalamata Black Olives are hand picked from the Lakonia
and Messina areas in the Peloponnese region of Greece.
The olive groves in Messina surround the town of
Kalamata and as such, the town has given its name to
these wonderful black olives, unique for their picante and
trendy snack taste

• Sicilian Queen Olives are from the Belice Valley in Sicily,
these beautifully green and juicy olives make a perfect
olive for the table
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Pasta
Jamie Oliver Bronze Die Fusilli, 500g
Jamie Oliver quote
This versatile fusilli is made using the finest Italian durum wheat
semolina and water, nothing else. It's great for hearty dishes to share
with family and friends, and is fantastic paired with my classic tomato &
garlic pasta sauce.

Jamie Oliver Bronze Die Penne, 500g
Jamie Oliver quote
This brilliant penne is made with Italian wheat semolina and water,
nothing else. Try mixing it with my tomato & basil pasta sauce and
some good-quality bacon. Then just cover with a sprinkling of Parmesan
cheese, bake in the oven and serve up in a big dish at the table.

Jamie Oliver Bronze Die Conchigliette Mini Shells, 500g
Jamie Oliver quote
These cute, mini shells are the perfect shape to pick up little puddles of
sauce and we've given them a slightly rougher texture so that they hold
on to even more of those lovely flavours. Try them with a simple tomato
sauce or in pasta salads and soups.

Jamie Oliver Tricolore Penne, 500g
Jamie Oliver quote
Add some colour to your pasta dishes with this brilliant Tricolore Penne.
Made with all-natural ingredients - spinach for the green quills and
tomato for the red - this pasta isn't just a looker, it’s been made with
extra texture so the sauce really sticks and you get more flavour in each
mouthful. Team it with a hot and spicy arrabbiata sauce.

Jamie Oliver Bronze Die Spaghetti, 500g
Jamie Oliver quote
This spaghetti is made with Italian durum wheat semolina
and water, nothing else. I love to cook it up with my chilli &
garlic pesto - it’s a family favourite in my house served with
crusty garlic bread and a grating of Parmesan cheese.

VIVA foods Ltd
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Pasta
Key Selling Features

• Jamie’s spaghetti, penne, fusilli and conchigliette are great
partners for any pasta sauce
• This range has been made from high quality durum wheat
semolina and extruded using a traditional bronze die that
creates a textured surface. The pasta holds sauce better
and makes for a great eating experience
• The pasta is made in the only pasta & milling factory on the
Island of Sardinia by a specially selected producer, Cellino,
known as one of the best milling producers in Italy. Cellino
have always been committed to using locally grown wheat
• Great attention is placed on the production process, in
order to ensure the product has excellent organoleptic
(sensory) properties
• Tricolore penne has 3 colour variants; plain, red and green,
made with durum wheat, tomato and spinach respectively
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Lasagne
Jamie Oliver Free Range Egg Lasagne,
250g
Jamie Oliver quote:
These free-range egg pasta sheets have a lovely, rich flavour
that will make your lasagne just that little bit more special,
whatever the recipe. You could stay traditional with a classic
beef lasagne, swap in aubergines for an awesome veggie
version or really push the boat out with a crispy duck filling.

Jamie Oliver Lasagne Sheets,
250g
Jamie Oliver quote:
Lasagne has to be one of my all-time favourite Italian dishes.
I love how you can cook it in hundreds of different ways meaty, veggie or seafood; simple or indulgent. And whatever
your recipe, these pasta sheets have a gorgeous texture that
will make your lasagne just that little bit more special.
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Lasagne
Key Selling Features

• These high quality Lasagne sheets are produced by Fazion
and are made in Verona, Italy from high quality durum
wheat

• Jamie’s producer’s unique technology and accurate
selection of raw materials, combined with a high attention
to detail, resulted in the company’s ability to produce the
first oven ready Lasagne sheets that did not need to be preboiled

• The Lasagne sheets are all produced using high quality
ingredients, such as the best Kronos durum wheat. As you
would expect, the Free Range Egg Lasagne contains fresh
free-range eggs (19%)

• This range has been made from high quality durum wheat
semolina and extruded using a traditional bronze die that
creates a textured surface so it holds sauce better and
makes for a great eating experience
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Tagliatelle Nests
Jamie Oliver Tagliatelle Nests,
500g
Jamie Oliver quote
This Tagliatelle is simply made with Italian durum wheat semolina
and water, nothing else. A quick and easy favourite dish of mine is
to team this pasta with fresh asparagus, crispy pancetta and a
sprinkling of Parmesan - a great dish packed with flavours that
everyone will enjoy.

Jamie Oliver Green Tagliatelle Nests,
500g
Jamie Oliver quote
These green, spinach-spiked nests look and taste incredible stirred
through a creamy sauce - just make sure you serve it al dente. A
simple favourite of mine is to team this pasta with a quick tomato
sauce and fresh green veg - it works brilliantly with asparagus.
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Tagliatelle Nests
Key Selling Features

• Established in 1898 Jamie’s producer, De Sortis, is located
in Pietragalla in the region of Basilicata in southern Italy

• De Sortis have their own semolina mills and use this
semolina in their pasta production

• The nests are packed in ‘B-tubes’ which reduces the
amount of breakages as opposed to the more common
Loose Tagliatelle Nests in a pack

• Two colour variants are available: plain and green; the
green is made with spinach

• Jamie Oliver’s Tagliatelle Nests are extruded through a
traditional bronze die which leaves a textured finish to the
pasta, allowing sauce to hold – making for a more superior
eating experience
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Everyday Olive Oil

Jamie Oliver Everyday Olive Oil,
500ml or 1L
Jamie Oliver quote
I love this olive oil for everyday cooking. It's perfect for frying or
rubbing on meat and fish before grilling or barbecuing and its
nutty flavour is great with salads when you want a milder
dressing.
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Everyday Olive Oil
Key Selling Features

•

Composed of refined olive oils

•

Perfect for everyday cooking

•

This oil originates from the Mediterranean region

•

Jamie’s producer, Fiorentini Firenze Spa, specializes in the
packaging of high quality olive oil. The company is situated
in the beautiful province of Florence in the Italian region of
Tuscany
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Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Jamie Oliver Mediterranean Extra Virgin Olive Oil,
500ml or 1L
Jamie Oliver quote
This Mediterranean Extra Virgin Olive Oil is ideal for everyday use. It's
lovely fruity flavour adds a subtle sweetness to any dish, try drizzling it
over salads, soups and pasta dishes. Its also brilliant as a dip for crusty
bread.

Jamie Oliver 100% Italian Extra Virgin Olive Oil,
500ml or 1L
Jamie Oliver quote
My favourite extra virgin olive oil has a bit of a peppery kick to it. Simply
drizzle it over soups, stews and pasta dishes. It's also great as a dip for
chunks of crusty bread before a meal.

Jamie Oliver 100% Greek Extra Virgin Olive Oil,
500ml or 1L
Jamie Oliver quote
My gorgeous Greek extra virgin olive oil has a clean and mellow flavour. It’s
produced from amazing Koroneiki olives grown in the Peloponnese region
of Greece. It has a gorgeous green colour and is perfect for marinating
meat and dressing salad.

Jamie Oliver 100% Spanish Extra Virgin Olive Oil,
500ml or 1L
Jamie Oliver quote
My beautiful Spanish extra virgin olive oil has a lovely, gentle, mild flavour.
It’s a perfect finishing touch for fresh salads and summery soups, and just
incredible drizzled over fish and seafood.

VIVA foods Ltd
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Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Key Selling Features
• Superior category of extra virgin olive oil
• Since extra virgin olive oil is simply pressed fruit juice without
additives, the factors influencing its quality and taste encompass
the countless decisions, ethics and skills of the producer. This is
why our Jamie Oliver Extra Virgin Olive Oils are of the highest
quality
• The Mediterranean extra virgin olive oil is made from a blend of
extra virgin olive oils from across the Mediterranean to create a
smooth, gentle tasting oil
• Jamie’s producer for olive oils, specializes in the packaging of high
quality, authentic olive oil
• The producer for the Greek extra virgin olive oil is situated in the
Peloponnese region creating authentic and high quality oil. This
oil has a fruity, mild taste and a rich aroma. Perfect for Greek
salads, vegetables and fish dishes
• The Spanish extra virgin olive oil is produced from the Andalucía
region, specializing in Mediterranean oils. A blend of Picual and
Arbequina oils creates a fruitier, smoother oil
• High concentration of natural antioxidants
• Recommended for dipping and dressings

VIVA foods Ltd
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Wine Vinegars

Jamie Oliver Chianti D.O.C.G Red Wine Vinegar,
250ml
Jamie Oliver quote
This top-notch vinegar is made by ageing authentic Tuscan Chianti. It
keeps hold of all the lingering fruity flavours of the wine, making it ideal
for dressings, vinaigrettes, sauces and marinades.

Jamie Oliver Pinot White Wine Vinegar,
250ml
Jamie Oliver quote
This superbly balanced vinegar is made by ageing Italian Pinot wine. It
keeps all the lovely fruity flavours of the wine, making it ideal for
dressings, vinaigrettes, sauces and marinades.
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Wine Vinegars
Key Selling Features

• Jamie’s wine vinegars are obtained from varietal wines IGP
(Protected Geographical Indication) or DOCG (Controlled
and Guaranteed Designation of Origin), and display
characteristics reminiscent of the original grape variety

• 100% Italian Chianti Red Wine Vinegar - made from Chianti
grapes in the DOCG Chianti region of Italy. It has an acidity
of 6%

• 100% Italian Pinot White Wine Vinegar - made from Pinot
grapes in a protected geographical area (IGP)

• Jamie’s producer, Acetaia Giuseppe Cremonini , is a family
run company founded by Giuseppe Cremonini and located
in Modena, Italy
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Special Reserve
Balsamic Vinegar
Jamie Oliver Special Reserve Balsamic Vinegar of Modena IGP,
250ml
Jamie Oliver quote
This Balsamic Vinegar of Modena has been matured in oak barrels to give it an
incredible depth of flavour, and it's delicious drizzled on salads, roasted veg and
even fruits like strawberries for a tangy treat.

Jamie’s standard Jamie Oliver Balsamic Vinegar has a density
of 1.15g/l compared to the hand selected Special Reserve
Balsamic Vinegar has a density of1.33g/l.
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Special Reserve
Balsamic Vinegar
Key Selling Features
• Conforms to IGP Status
• 100% Authentic Italian
• Made using only cooked grape must (60%) - no concentrates
• No artificial colourants or flavourants
• Quality classification: 5 Grapes Quality (highest quality)

• Our producer, Acetaia Giuseppe Cremonini , is a family run
company which was founded by Giuseppe Cremonini. The
company is located in Modena, Italy, on a small farm mostly
cultivated with Lambrusco Grasparossa and Trebbiano vines,
the typical grapes used to produce Balsamic Vinegar of
Modena
• An independent laboratory performed tests on the Jamie
Oliver Special Reserve Balsamic Vinegar, against all the other
products in the market place. These tests confirmed that our
Jamie Oliver Special Reserve Balsamic Vinegar has proved to
be at the same quality, or indeed more premium than those
currently on offer.

VIVA foods Ltd
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Balsamic Vinegars
Jamie Oliver Balsamic Vinegar of Modena IGP,
250ml
Jamie Oliver quote
I love this as a delicious dip for crusty bread or as a dressing for lovely
salads. Its made the traditional way, by maturing cooked grape must and
wine vinegar in wooden barrels. Try drizzling it over Italian cheeses.

Jamie Oliver White Condiment,
250ml
Jamie Oliver quote
This beautiful white balsamic vinegar is a bit more subtle than
normal balsamic, which makes it perfect for lighter salad dressings.
But it's also great drizzled on white fish, served with crusty bread
and crudités, and fab for dipping little deep-fried spring rolls.
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Balsamic Vinegars
Key Selling Features
• Conforms to IGP Status (Balsamic Vinegar of Modena)
• 100% Authentic Italian
• Made using only cooked grape must - no concentrates (Balsamic
Vinegar of Modena)
• No artificial colourants or flavourants
• Quality classification: 4 Grapes Quality (excellent quality) (Balsamic
Vinegar of Modena)
• Jamie’s producer, Acetaia Giuseppe Cremonini , is a family run
company which was founded by Giuseppe Cremonini. The company
is located in Modena on a small farm mostly cultivated with
Lambrusco Grasparossa and Trebbiano vines, the typical grapes
used to produce Balsamic Vinegar of Modena
• White Balsamic Vinegar is milder and less sweet than regular
Balsamic vinegar and is often considered more suitable for use with
salad dressings, since its subtle flavour adds well to salad greens
• Sweet, grape pressings (called ‘must’) are simmered for hours until
they become thick and mixed with white wine vinegar to produce
this white balsamic
• The white Balsamic has more of a clean aftertaste that the regular
dark balsamic. The main reason one would use white balsamic,
rather than regular, is mostly aesthetic. It can be used with lighter
coloured foods, dressings, or sauces without any resultant
discolouring
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Balsamic Drizzle
Jamie Oliver Sticky Chilli & Balsamic Drizzle,
250ml
Jamie Oliver quote
This gorgeously sticky balsamic drizzle has been infused with chilli for a
lovely little kick. Try it brushed over meats before cooking, or drizzled
over salads and even ice cream and fruit.

Jamie Oliver Tangy Lemon & Balsamic Drizzle,
250ml
Jamie Oliver quote
This delicious, sticky, zesty drizzle is just amazing with fruit salads and
ice cream, and also a genius way to finish off seafood and salads. Get
creative!

Jamie Oliver Sticky Fig & Balsamic Drizzle,
250ml
Jamie Oliver quote
This rich, sweet drizzle has a beautifully rounded, fruity flavour. It will
add incredible depth to meats and salads, and is heavenly over ice
cream, fruit salads and served with cheese.
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Balsamic Drizzle
Key Selling Features

• Made from a reduction of the finest Italian Balsamic Vinegar
of Modena
• 100% Authentic Italian
• Made with 60% Cooked Grape Must – No added sulphites or
colourants
• Unique to the market
• Recipe created by Jamie Oliver
• Jamie’s producer, Acetaia Giuseppe Cremonini , is a family run
company founded by Giuseppe Cremonini. The company is
located in Modena on a small farm mostly cultivated with
Lambrusco Grasparossa and Trebbiano vines, the typical
grapes used to produce Balsamic Vinegar of Modena
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Risotto Rice

Jamie Oliver Carnaroli Risotto Rice,
500g
Jamie Oliver quote
Risotto is a classic comfort food and so easy to make. Carnaroli
is the best risotto rice around – the long, plump grains can
absorb lots of liquid and flavour while still staying al dente, so
you get a brilliant contrast of creamy and firm textures in this
lovely dish.
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Risotto Rice
Key Selling Features

• Located in the Grange Vercellesi area of Northern Italy, Jamie’s
producer Gli Aironi Risi & Co have over ﬁve genera ons
experience in rice cul va on
• The Perino family thrive in this historic and important riceproducing landscape; and pride themselves on the quality of
their produce – inves ng in low environmental impact farming
and protec ng the most tra onal and valuable varie es of
this precious cereal
• This Carnaroli Riso o Rice undergoes
processing (stone
cra husking) which guarantees the lightest shelling, keeping
the nutrients contained in the outermost layer of each grain
intact. These nutrients are important for the taste and texture
of the cooked rice. Only the highest quality ingredients are
selected in terms of grain colour, purity and size
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